#BIGHEROES

The Big Give | Social Media Contest

Celebrate those who are going BIG for their family, friends, and neighbors during this challenging time, and receive a chance to win a $1,000 grant during The Big Give!

This year, our community members are stepping up in BIG ways to help one another, and we want to recognize those who are making central Ohio a fantastic place to live through kind and caring acts that improve the lives of others.

BIG Heroes can be anyone—a donor, community member, employee, or volunteer—anyone who deserves a shoutout! Tell us about them through a creative social post. Here’s how:

1. Submit a nomination between May 20-June 3. Share a photo or video with your BIG Hero on Facebook or Instagram telling us why this person is a BIG Hero.
2. Tag us on Facebook or Instagram and use the hashtags #biggive and #BIGHeroes.
3. Win BIG! Ten BIG Heroes will be selected from the nominations, and each hero will receive a $1,000 grant to donate to an eligible nonprofit of their choice during The Big Give on June 10-11.

Need some creative inspiration on making your nomination stand out? Check out our BIG Heroes template in the Nonprofit Toolkit.

Q: Can we submit more than one nomination?
A: Yes, the more the merrier!

Q: What if I don’t have a photo of my BIG Hero?
A: No worries. Get creative and draw a picture or create a video to tell us about your hero or show an example of their work they’ve done to help others during this time.

Q: Can I send you my nomination through a direct message?
A: Yes, though we encourage you to shout out your hero from the rooftops on your own social pages.

Q: How will the ten BIG Heroes be chosen?
A: The Columbus Foundation will evaluate the nominations and select ten of the most amazing stories.

Q: When will we know who has been chosen?
A: The winners will be chosen and notified between June 5 - 9. The organizations they choose to receive $1,000 grants will be announced during the 25 hours of The Big Give.

Q: Which nonprofits are eligible to receive a BIG Heroes grant?
A: Nonprofits with a Directory Listing in The Giving Store are eligible.

Still have questions? Contact us at biggive@columbusfoundation.org

#biggive #BIGHeroes